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Abstract 38 
Geologic evidence suggests drastic reorganizations of subtropical terrestrial hydroclimate during past warm 39 
intervals, including the mid-Piacenzian Warm Period (MP, 3.3 to 3.0 Ma). Despite having a similar to present-day 40 
atmospheric CO2 level (pCO2), MP featured moist subtropical conditions with high lake levels in Northern Africa, 41 
and mesic vegetation and sedimentary facies in subtropical Eurasia. Here, we demonstrate that major loss of the 42 
northern high-latitude ice sheets and continental greening, not the pCO2 forcing, are key to generating moist 43 
terrestrial conditions in subtropical Sahel and east Asia. In contrast to previous hypotheses, the moist conditions 44 
simulated in both regions are a product of enhanced tropospheric humidity and a stationary wave response to the 45 
surface warming pattern, both varying strongly in response to land cover changes. These results suggest that past 46 
terrestrial hydroclimate states were driven by Earth System Feedbacks, which may outweigh the direct effect of 47 
pCO2 forcing. 48 
 49 
Teaser 50 

Earth System Feedbacks may outweigh the direct effect of pCO2 forcing in driving past hydroclimate 51 
state. 52 

 53 
 54 
 55 
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 56 
Introduction 57 

Geologic evidence suggests dramatic reorganizations of subtropical climate during past greenhouse climate 58 
intervals, including the mid-Piacenzian Warm Period (3.3 to 3.0 Ma, MP for short). Multiple proxies of hydroclimate 59 
indicate large, deep lakes and reduced dust flux across north Africa(1, 2). There is also evidence for more mesic 60 
vegetation in South and East Asia(3, 4). Moreover, proxies generally suggest significant regions of subtropical Eurasia 61 
were wetter prior to the onset of northern hemisphere glaciation. These changes, which imply large increases in 62 
precipitation minus evaporation (P-E), are associated with pCO2 levels of approximately 400 ppm (5, 6). Moderate 63 
increase of precipitation across these regions may be expected due to tropospheric moistening(7), enhanced land-64 
sea thermal contrast(8), and enhanced inland moisture advection and ventilation(9, 10). However, evaporation also 65 
increases in response to surface warming. As a result, predicted changes in terrestrial water balance (P-E) remain 66 
equivocal across broad subtropical continents(11).  67 

Model predicted response of terrestrial hydroclimate to CO2 increase broadly follows the “wet-gets-wetter, 68 
dry-gets-drier” paradigm(7) with strong modulations from land warming pattern, land-sea warming contrast(12), 69 
tropical SST pattern(13), and feedbacks from soil moisture and CO2 fertilization effects on leaf phenology(14, 15). The 70 
net effect of these mechanisms potentially results in muted changes in P-E in subtropical Sahel and east Asia seen in 71 
simulations featuring middle of the road future warming scenarios, such as the Shared Socioeconomic Pathways 72 
(SSP245) (Fig. 1a and d). These future scenarios are often thought to be comparable to the MP climate(16, 17) (Fig. 73 
1a). The disparity between hydroclimate state recorded by MP proxies and future simulations challenges our 74 
understanding of terrestrial hydroclimate sensitivity to CO2 radiative forcing. 75 

Two leading hypotheses might explain the wetter subtropical continents during past warm climates. One 76 
emphasizes the hydroclimate impact of an El Niño-like Pacific mean state. SST records from the tropical Pacific record 77 
greater warming across the eastern equatorial Pacific than the western Pacific warm pool (18-22), resulting in an El-78 
Niño-like pattern of SST anomalies. An El Niño-like tropical Pacific SST pattern may strengthen and shift the 79 
subtropical jet equatorward, enhancing the transient eddy-driven moisture convergence and ascent(23, 24). The 80 
other hypothesis focuses on the role of a sluggish Hadley Circulation (HC) that is inferred from a relaxed meridional 81 
SST gradient(25-27). A weaker HC may result in weakened zonal mean moisture divergence from the subtropics and, 82 
in turn, reduced aridity(28-30).  83 

Here, using atmosphere-ocean coupled global climate model (GCM) simulations from the Pliocene Model 84 
Intercomparison Project Phase II (PlioMIP2) (31-33), we assess whether the current generation ESMs can reproduce 85 
the pattern of MP hydroclimate suggested by proxies. We further develop several new simulations using the 86 
Community Earth System Model version 2(34, 35) to explore the extent to which simulated MP hydroclimate changes 87 
across Sahel and subtropical Asia East Asia can be generated by changes in CO2 radiative forcing, tectonics, or 88 
vegetation and ice sheets. In contrast to previous hypotheses, simulated Pliocene hydroclimate conditions are driven 89 
by tropospheric moistening, and changes to stationary wave dynamics. Model skills at simulating Pliocene 90 
hydroclimate states strongly scale with Earth System Sensitivities of individual models instead of the Equilibrium 91 
Climate Sensitivities. Our results highlight the importance of Earth System Feedbacks in driving past hydroclimate, 92 
which may outweigh the direct effect of CO2 forcing. 93 

 94 
Results  95 
P-E pattern in models and proxies 96 

MP changes in precipitation minus evaporation (δ(P-E)) and other climate variables are calculated with 97 
respect to preindustrial (PI) values. The last 100 years of simulations by 13 PlioMIP2 ESMs were averaged to produce 98 
the ensemble mean (Table S1). A robust moistening signal that is larger than internal variability of individual models 99 
is found across the Sahel and subtropical Eurasia (Fig. 1b). This pattern is the most pronounced during the boreal 100 
summer months (June to September) (Fig. 1c) with little or compensating changes during the winter months 101 
(December to March) (Fig. S1). The spatial continuity of positive δ(P-E) from North Africa to subtropical eastern Asia 102 
is not a visual coincidence: models that show a small precipitation increase in the Sahel also tend to show a small 103 
increase in the southeast Asia (Fig. 1d), suggesting similar processes driving hydroclimate changes in both regions, 104 
which is later confirmed by the moisture budget analysis.   105 

To compare modeled patterns of hydroclimate change to available geologic data, we compiled proxy 106 
indicators of MP terrestrial hydroclimate, drawing on existing compilations(30, 36, 37) as well as our own literature 107 
search. We identify a total of 64 proxy records that include sedimentological indicators, palynological, floral or faunal, 108 
offshore marine records, and stable isotope analyses of organic and inorganic materials (see Methods) (Fig. S2). These 109 
records are most appropriately interpreted as qualitative or semi-quantitative indicators of hydroclimate. We 110 
therefore quantify the extent to which proxies and models produce the same patterns of wetter, drier, or unchanged 111 
MP hydroclimate changes using a metric known as Gwet’s AC designed for categorical data (See Methods). To account 112 
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for different biases in climatological rainfall across models, model values of P-E are expressed as % changes from pre-113 
industrial values.  114 

The annual patterns of δ(P-E) revealed by the PlioMIP2 ensemble are consistent with proxy indicators of 115 
hydroclimate across Sahel and subtropical Eurasia (Fig. 2), and are strongly driven by the summer δ(P-E) patterns (Fig. 116 
S3). Yet, different models show varying skill at capturing the pattern in the proxy records (Figs. 2a and S4). For 117 
instance, IPSL-CM6, and EC-Earth3.3, two models with the highest level of agreement between MP proxies and 118 
simulations, show expansive inland wetter conditions across North Africa, the Mediterranean, and subtropical Asia 119 
(Figure S4). In contrast, NorESM-L and GISS-E2-1-G, two of the models with the lowest proxy-model agreement, show 120 
highly mixed or muted δ(P-E) across this region (Fig. S4). Despite intermodal spread in the degree of proxy-model 121 
agreement, the majority of models, and the multi-model mean, show statistically significant proxy-model agreement 122 
at δ(P-E) threshold of 20% above the PI (Fig. S4). While we analyze proxy-model agreement based on annually 123 
averaged δ(P-E) in models, intermodal spread in the fit between proxy and model is strongly driven by the summer 124 
signal (Fig. 2c).  125 

 126 
CO2 or boundary conditions in driving positive δ(P-E) 127 

Three sets of simulations are constructed with the Community Earth System Model version 2 (CESM2)(38) 128 
to quantify contributions to δ(P-E) from the following forcings: 400 ppm CO2 (FCO2), changes in biome distribution and 129 
ice sheets (Fvegice), and geography and topography (Fgeotop). Separation of Fvegice and FCO2 is designed to separate 130 
vegetation and ice sheet responses from the direct responses to CO2 forcing. The former represents Earth System 131 
Feedbacks, which are not typically considered when evaluating equilibrium climate responses to CO2 forcing(39).  132 

Fvegice explains 68% of the mean δ(P-E) in the full forcing (Fall) CESM2 experiment across subtropical Sahel and 133 
east Asia, while contributions from FCO2 and Fgeotop are small (Fig. 3a – d). Furthermore, only Fvegice produces a similar 134 
level of proxy-model agreement compared to the Fall. Both FCO2 and combined Fgeotopo and FCO2 produce low values of 135 
Gwet’s AC (Fig. 2b). These results suggest that Fvegice, not FCO2, is key to generating moist climate across both regions.  136 

Compared to Fall, Fvegice accounts for ~50% increase of global mean surface temperature (2.7°C), and 58% 137 
increase (0.45 g/kg) of global mean tropospheric (100 to 1000 hPa) specific humidity. In the Northern subtropics (20°N 138 
and 30°N), Fvegice explains an even greater fraction of tropospheric moistening (61%, or 0.56 g/kg). In contrast, FCO2 139 
accounts for 45% of global mean surface warming (2.4°C), 31% (0.24 g/kg) of global mean tropospheric moistening, 140 
but only 26% of tropospheric moistening in the northern subtropics. Fgeotop has much smaller influences on 141 
temperature and moisture responses globally. The influence of Fgeotop is slightly elevated in the northern subtropics 142 
accounting for 13% increase (0.11 g/kg) in tropospheric humidity. Warming due to Fvegice is attributable to both 143 
lowered surface albedo, and enhanced evapotranspiration. Areas where boreal forest shifts and expands northward, 144 
and where mid-latitude deserts becomes vegetated feature substantially lowered surface albedo (Fig. 3c). New 145 
territories of boreal forests also show large increases of upward latent heat flux, suggesting enhanced water vapor 146 
feedback(40) (Fig. 3b). Similar increase in latent heat flux also occurs in the northern subtropics where δ(P-E) is 147 
positive, contributing to enhanced tropospheric humidity and warming.  148 

 149 
Dynamical linkage between climate forcing conditions and MP hydroclimate 150 

In order to identify the dynamical linkage between climate forcing conditions and hydroclimate in subtropical 151 
Sahel and east Asia, we adapt the published moisture budget diagnostics (MBD) (41) to decompose simulated June 152 
to September δ(P-E) by individual models (Methods) into changes in seasonal cycle of tropospheric moisture content 153 
(δ(P-E)t), changes in zonal mean circulation dynamics (δ(P-E)[V]) and stationary wave dynamics (δ(P-E)V*) (Fig. 4a and 154 
4b), changes in tropospheric moisture content (δ(P-E)Q) (Fig. 4c), changes in interactions between moisture and 155 
airflow dynamics δ(P-E)VQ, and a residual term (δ(P-E)Resi) (Fig. 4d).  Stationary wave is quantified as the temporal 156 
mean departure from the zonal mean following the classic circulation decomposition(42). The residual term combines 157 
effects of high frequency variability of transient eddies and changes of topography (see Methods). 158 

The MBD results are consistent among PlioMIP2 ensemble mean and Fvegice, suggesting common mechanisms 159 
for δ(P-E) among these two sets of experiments (Fig. 4e and f, and Fig. S5). As revealed by MBD, contributions from 160 
both δ(P-E)t and δ(P-E)VQ are insignificant in both regions (Fig. S5). Noticeably, both δ(P-E)[V] and δ(P-E)Resi are also 161 
small (Fig. 4a and d). A small δ(P-E)[V] suggests little contribution from changes in the zonal mean HC to δ(P-E). This 162 
inference is also supported by δ(P-E) pattern shown in Fig. 1b. Coherent δ(P-E) between 0 and 30°N is expected across 163 
all longitudes if zonal mean HC was the primary driver, similar to what is demonstrated in the previous study(30). 164 
However, this is not the case. Positive δ(P-E) displays a clear latitudinal offset between land and ocean, and between 165 
subtropical east Asia and North American continents.  166 

A small δ(P-E)Resi suggests that the net influence from changes of transient eddies and topography is small 167 
(Fig. 4d). In PlioMIP2 experiments, storm track activities and subtropical jet stream in the Northern Hemisphere both 168 
weaken as shown by the 850 hPa eddy kinetic energy (EKE) and 200 hPa zonal wind speed (Fig. S6a and b). These 169 
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responses are opposite to the expected responses to El Niño-like SSTs (24), and likely driven by other aspects of 170 
simulated climate change such as Arctic amplification(43). Moreover, if the El Niño-like SST is key to driving the 171 
ensemble mean δ(P-E), negative δ(P-E) in the northern Africa paired with positive δ(P-E) in the southeast Asia are 172 
expected as part of the fingerprints of tropospheric teleconnection(44), which is not seen in the simulated MP δ(P-E) 173 
(Fig. 1b).  174 

Positive δ(P-E) in the subtropical Sahel and subtropical Asia primarily arises from changes in stationary wave 175 
dynamics (δ(P-E)V*) (Fig. 2b) and increased zonal mean moisture content (δ(P-E)[Q]). Changes in stationary wave is 176 
further decomposed into components associated with different wave numbers through Fourier decomposition of 177 
stream function (SF) anomalies at 600 hPa. The SF anomalies are calculated as departures from the zonal mean and 178 
reference state (Method) (Fig. 3d - f). As shown by the Fourier decomposition, wave number 1 (wave-1) of SF 179 
anomalies accounts for 67% of the total wave energy between 0 – 90°N. This wave component features cyclones 180 
separately centered in the western Europe and North Africa, and anticyclones centered in the north Pacific (Fig. 3d - 181 
f). Following the southern edge of the cyclonic wave centers, a moisture transport corridor emerges: westerly winds 182 
bring moisture to North Africa from the tropical Atlantic; southerly and southwesterly winds bring moisture from 183 
tropical Indian and Pacific Ocean towards Indian subcontinent and east Asia. Furthermore, the rotational winds of 184 
wave-1 show a clear thermal wind relationship with the pattern of surface warming. This pattern of warming can 185 
mostly be reproduced with Fvegice.  186 

Positive δ(P-E) in both regions also results from increased tropospheric moisture content. Under PI 187 
conditions, low level winds converge towards the north Africa and subtropical east Asia, with diverging flow across 188 
the nearby ocean regions during the boreal summer (Fig. 3c). This regional circulation is a key feature of regional 189 
summer monsoon(45). Even without changing circulation, elevated tropospheric moisture content can result in 190 
greater moisture convergence and positive δ(P-E)Q in subtropical Sahel and east Asia, and greater moisture divergence 191 
and negative δ(P-E)Q in the northern and southern side of the adjacent regions. This δ(P-E)Q pattern is a known 192 
signature of thermodynamic response to elevated CO2, i.e., the wet-gets-wetter, dry-gets-drier paradigm(7, 12, 46). 193 
As shown in Fvegice, similar thermodynamic response can be induced through land cover changes besides the CO2 194 
change. 195 
 196 
Discussion  197 
Implications to hydrological cycle during Cenozoic warm intervals 198 

The stationary wave response identified here is distinct from zonal mean Hadley circulation response or ITCZ 199 
shift. These mechanisms highlight the importance of a changing zonal mean energy budget on circulation 200 
dynamics(14, 30, 47-51). Instead, the stationary wave response in PlioMIP2 experiments is generated by spatially 201 
heterogeneous warming pattern due to perturbations to regional radiation budget induced by continental greening. 202 
This “pattern effect” may have been overlooked when examining past hydroclimate changes.  203 
 Why is Fvegice more effective at altering subtropical terrestrial hydroclimate compared to FCO2? Land cover 204 
changes are known to be key to generating authigenic surface temperature and regional hydroclimate responses 205 
across north Africa and subtropical east Asia (52-54) and may even alter the strength of Atlantic meridional 206 
overturning circulation(55, 56). In North Africa, expansion of desert results in enhanced surface albedo, surface 207 
cooling, and strengthened diabatic subsidence and dust emission(57, 58). These responses may further suppress 208 
moist convection and perpetuate desert. Positive vegetation-precipitation feedback results in multiple equilibrium 209 
states of North African vegetation over the late Quaternary(53). In our simulations, atmospheric circulation responses 210 
to Fvegice facilitate moisture transport towards subtropical Sahel and east Asia via stationary wave response. This 211 
response is closely tied to the warming pattern generated by Fvegice, which does not occur in FCO2 (Fig. S7).  212 
 Different hydroclimate responses to FCO2 and Fvegice also reflect the difference between future and MP land 213 
surface processes. Increasing CO2 favors reduction of soil moisture and partitioning of surface heat flux towards 214 
sensible heat, leading to enhanced surface warming. This in turn lowers relative humidity above the surface, and 215 
diminishes continental cloud cover, contributing to negative δ(P-E) on land. A similar response of surface heat flux 216 
partitioning and moisture deficit can be caused by the reduction of leaf transpiration in response to CO2 fertilization. 217 
Both soil moisture feedback and CO2 fertilization drive predicted future subtropical terrestrial hydroclimate change 218 
to a large extent(15). These changes may also contribute to muted δ(P-E) in FCO2 despite a modest increase in 219 
precipitation. In contrast, Fvegice features no physiological effect of CO2, and produces large increases in latent over 220 
sensible heat flux across continents (Fig. S8), creating favorable conditions for a more humid troposphere. As such, 221 
moist subtropical Sahel and east Asia reflect a synergy of dynamic and thermodynamic responses to Fvegice. Reduced 222 
ice sheet cover, expansive northern high-latitude boreal forests, and vegetated Sahel and central Asia have been 223 
recorded during other Cenozoic warm intervals(59-61). These land cover changes were likely instrumental in driving 224 
changes in global mean temperature and terrestrial hydrological cycle throughout Cenozoic. 225 
 226 
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Past hydroclimate states driven by Earth System Feedbacks 227 
 Our results suggest an alternate view of the role of vegetation changes in modulating continental 228 
hydroclimate. Changes in regional circulation in the form of stationary wave responses lead to strengthened low-level 229 
winds that import moisture into the subtropical Sahel and east Asia from tropical Atlantic and Indian Ocean. This 230 
process is amplified by enhanced tropospheric moistening due to Fvegice, and distinct from previous mechanisms that 231 
highlight the role of the zonal mean HC and authigenic terrestrial responses to land surface changes. Simulated 232 
responses of stationary wave and tropospheric humidity clearly dominate δ(P-E) across subtropical Sahel and east 233 
Asia among models (Fig. S9). Although full feedbacks from vegetation and ice sheets are not prognostically simulated 234 
in most MP simulations (Table S1), these simulations highlight that the radiative perturbations from proxy constrained 235 
changes of vegetation and ice sheets are key to generating hydroclimate changes in the Northern subtropics. 236 
Moreover, these hydroclimate changes have minimal dependency on the prescribed MP topography and land-sea 237 
distribution (Fig. 1g). 238 

A key implication of our findings is that MP continental hydroclimate is more appropriately viewed as part 239 
of the Earth System feedbacks instead of an immediate response to FCO2. This inference is supported by the strong 240 
dependency between Gwet’s AC and simulated global mean warming relative to preindustrial among models. The 241 
latter reflects model diversity in Earth System Sensitivity, given that all simulations were run with the same CO2, and 242 
similar MP vegetation and ice sheet conditions. In contrast, intermodal spread in Gwet’s AC shows little dependency 243 
on equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) among models (ECSs are reported in Ref(33)).  244 

Moreover, the proxy data-model convergence suggests that MP terrestrial hydroclimate records do not pose 245 
a fundamental challenge to our understanding of the physics of hydroclimate change across subtropical Sahel and 246 
eastern Asia. As such, these results offer a resolution to the apparent difference between the projections of 247 
hydroclimate changes in the Sahel and subtropical east Asia in the middle-of-the-road scenarios and strong geologic 248 
evidence for moist Pliocene climate at similar levels of CO2: while the former is dominated by short-term response to 249 
CO2 radiative forcing and internal variability, Pliocene hydroclimate reflects long-term adjustments of the Earth 250 
system that incorporates responses from vegetation and ice sheets. Feedbacks of vegetation and ice sheets to CO2 251 
increase are known to amplify the response of equilibrium surface temperature to radiative forcing(39, 62). We 252 
highlight that these relatively slow Earth system feedbacks are critical for understanding not only Earth’s temperature 253 
responses, but also hydroclimate responses to varying CO2. Changes in vegetation and ice sheet distributions should 254 
be carefully considered in simulating past and future climate.  255 
 256 
Materials and Methods 257 
Proxy-Model Comparison 258 

Our proxy compilation builds on previous efforts to compile Pliocene hydroclimate records. These include 259 
the compilations created by Refs(30, 63, 64). The records included in these sources span a variety of proxy types, 260 
from sedimentological indicators of lacustrine environments, palynological indicators of vegetation composition, 261 
faunal remains, and stable isotope records from organic and inorganic materials.  We added to these compilations 262 
by including new records of terrestrial hydroclimate dating to the Pliocene archived on the NOAA Paleoclimatology 263 
Database (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/paleoclimatology-data) and Pangaea Database 264 
(https://www.pangaea.de/).  265 

To identify the average hydroclimate signal during the MP, we filtered available records based on the 266 
precision of their age models. Specifically, proxy records were required to include at least two age control points, 267 
with one age control point after the MP and a clearly identifiable age control point prior to mid-Piacenzian. For 268 
many records, this ‘basal’ tie point was often in the early Pliocene or Miocene. Only including records with multiple 269 
age control points reduces the likelihood that samples inferred to be from the MP actually come from earlier in the 270 
Pliocene or the early Pleistocene. For most proxy records, age control derives from a combination of 271 
magneostratigraphy (e.g. the Gauss-Matuyama boundary), radiometric dating, or biostratigraphic information. In 272 
some cases, identification of independently-dated tephra layers or correlation with the benthic oxygen isotope 273 
stack provides age control. These filtering criteria allowed us to retain a compilation of 62 records. Of the 62 records 274 
included, 30 come from paleobiological indicators like faunal remains or pollen, while the other 34 records are 275 
drawn from interpretations of sedimentary sequences or stable isotopic analyses of organic and inorganic materials 276 
(SI). A supplementary excel file with details on the proxy records, including methods, chronology, and original 277 
citation, is included with this manuscript. We note, however, that performing the analysis on the unfiltered proxy 278 
syntheses in refs. 29, 59, and 60 yield nearly identical results.  279 

We rely on the author’s original interpretation about whether the record reflects, on average, wetter or 280 
drier conditions, or no change in hydroclimate during the MP compared to late Quaternary/modern conditions. 281 
Many records are discontinuous, and cannot provide quantitative comparisons between MP climate and late 282 
Quaternary or pre-industrial conditions, and low-resolution records do not resolve climate cycles within the MP. 283 
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Our proxy data therefore represent comparisons of the change between average MP conditions and late Holocene 284 
or modern conditions. In contrast, PlioMIP2 modeling experiments are designed to target a particular orbital 285 
interval during the Pliocene (MIS KM5c), and are explicitly compared to pre-industrial control simulations(31). A key 286 
assumption behind our proxy model comparison is therefore that the magnitude of Pliocene hydroclimate change is 287 
greater than the impact of orbital variations. There is some evidence to support this assumption, since several high-288 
resolution, continuous hydroclimate records suggest substantial shift in hydroclimate states from early and mid-289 
Pliocene to early-Pleistocene. Documented hydroclimate shifts are well beyond the recorded shorter time-scale 290 
hydroclimate variability(65-67). However, this assumption requires further testing with additional, high resolution, 291 
well-dated hydroclimate records that can be directly compared to model outputs. Keeping in mind this source of 292 
uncertainty, our analyses focus on qualitatively assessing the agreement between proxies and models. Despite 293 
these considerations, our compilation shows similar large-scale hydroclimate features compared to previous 294 
Pliocene hydroclimate synthesis efforts, notably, wetter conditions evidenced by widespread lakes, reduced dust 295 
flux, and more mesic environments across southern and eastern Asia, north Africa, and parts of Europe. For proxy-296 
model comparison, we include records spanning 0-67°N and 23°W-172°E. Details of broad regional trends are 297 
discussed in the SI. 298 
Statistical Analysis 299 
 Because the majority of these records have qualitative or semi-quantitative interpretations, we assess the fit 300 
between proxies and models qualitatively. We classify modeled MP δ(P-E) as indicating wetter, drier, or no change 301 
relative to pre-industrial simulations from the same model, and we classify proxies as indicating wetter, drier, or no 302 
change based on the author’s original interpretation of MP vs. present-day or late Quaternary conditions. To 303 
convert continuous, quantitative model outputs of δ(P-E) into categorical data, we classify model output as showing 304 
wetter, drier, or no change at different thresholds of % change in P-E. For instance, choosing a 10% threshold, we 305 
would classify models that show more than a 10% increase in P-E as showing wetter conditions for a particular site. 306 
We vary the threshold at 1% intervals between 1 and 100% change and separately calculate proxy-model 307 
agreement.  308 
 The degree of proxy-model agreement was assessed using Gwet's AC statistic, a metric of inter-rater 309 
agreement similar to Cohen's kappa (κ). While the latter has been used in previous proxy-model comparison 310 
studies, the nature of the Pliocene proxy data, where the vast majority of records show wetter conditions, renders 311 
Cohen's κ statistic less robust(68). Cohen's κ  is known to perform poorly as a result of `Cohen's paradox' whereby 312 
the statistic underestimates the true agreement between raters in cases of skewed distributions of ratings across 313 
categories(68). We therefore use a related metric known as Gwet's AC, which is known to be resistant to this 314 
paradox. The Gwet's AC statistic is similar to Cohen's in that the AC statistic is: 315 

 316 

𝐴𝐶 =	
𝑃! − 𝑃"#$

100%−	𝑃"#$
 317 

 318 
Where Pa is the actual percentage of agreement between proxies and models (e.g. the percentage of wetter sites 319 
that are correctly classified by the model as wetter, the percentage of drier sites correctly classified by the model, 320 
etc.), and Pexp reflects the expected percentage of agreement between raters (e.g. proxies and models) by chance 321 
alone. The Gwet's AC statistic is identical to Cohen's κ but uses a different formulation for Pexp that is not susceptible 322 
to Cohen's paradox. Statistical significance of the Gwet's AC statistic was calculated according to the error estimator 323 
and methods outlined in ref(68). Results of statistical significance testing are presented in Figure S3.  324 

To avoid weighting our analysis towards regions with a greater density of proxy records, records less than 325 
150 km that featured the same sign of change (e.g. both showing wetter, drier or no change) from each other were 326 
combined into one site. However, in cases with records showing opposite signs of change, we retain both records 327 
since in many cases there is not enough information to determine which record is more reliable, and excluding both 328 
would decrease the data coverage of our proxy compilation in key regions like East Asia (Figure S2).  329 
 In the absence of a priori evidence that proxies reflect hydroclimate in a particular season, patterns of 330 
proxy-model agreement are assessed using annually averaged P-E. We independently assess the fit between proxies 331 
and models for winter (December - February) and summer (July-September) separately (Figure S4). The fit is much 332 
higher across all models and the multi-model mean for July-September rainfall. Proxy-model agreement for winter 333 
rainfall alone show very low values of Gwet's AC statistic, suggesting that winter rainfall changes do not explain a 334 
significant component of the pattern seen in proxy record. Furthermore, intermodel spread in Gwet's AC values on 335 
annually averaged rainfall show a strong correlation with intermodal Gwet's AC results calculated for July-336 
September P-E (Fig. 2) at nearly all threshold values of P-E. This suggests that the summer seasonal signal, which is 337 
also the largest signal across model simulations (Fig. 1), drives the overall pattern of proxy-model agreement across 338 
models.  339 
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 340 
PlioMIP2 Ensemble 341 

We use a suite of model simulations conducted as part of the 2nd Pliocene Model Intercomparison Project 342 
(PlioMIP2) (35, 69-75). Boundary conditions are derived from the PRISM4 dataset(32). PRISM4 boundary conditions 343 
include information on land distributions, topography and bathymetry, vegetation, soils, lakes, and land ice cover. 344 
Two experimental protocols were developed, one implementing Pliocene conditions with a modern land/sea mask, 345 
and the enhanced experiment that included all boundary conditions(31, 76). pCO2 is prescribed at 400 ppm. Other 346 
trace gases, orbital parameters, and solar output were set to be identical to the pre-industrial control simulation of 347 
each model.  348 

Modeling groups were given the option to either prescribe vegetation changes or simulate vegetation 349 
changes using a dynamic global vegetation model. For the latter experiment, model simulations were started with 350 
pre-industrial vegetation and the model was allowed to spin up until a new equilibrium distribution of vegetation 351 
was achieved. We provide basic information on configuration of each of the PlioMIP2 models used in our analyses 352 
in Table S1, and is provided in the previous study(33). We note that only one modeling group in the suite of 353 
simulations we analyzed opted to use a dynamic configuration for vegetation, suggesting that the choice of dynamic 354 
vs. static vegetation is not the primary source of spread across model results. We also note that models show 355 
varying levels of agreement with the signal in proxies (Fig. 2), suggesting that our results are not trivial (e.g. models 356 
with prescribed vegetation reproduce said vegetation) since the spatial pattern of hydroclimate in each model 357 
appear to depend on model design.  358 
 359 
Sensitivity experiments using Community Earth System Model version 2 (CESM2) 360 

Despite the overall similarity in geography and topography to present-day, MP boundary conditions feature 361 
several changes in ocean gateways, islands, and lake distributions that may influence regional climate(32, 37, 77-79). 362 
PlioMIP2 simulations also feature expanded grassland replacing the subtropical desert of North Africa and central 363 
Asia and afforestation at northern high latitudes as well as deglaciated western Antarctic and most of the 364 
Greenland(32).  365 

To isolate the mechanisms responsible for Pliocene hydroclimate changes, we carried out two new 366 
experiments with CESM2 that decompose simulated responses to the full MP climate forcing (Fall) into responses to 367 
forcings from elevated CO2 (FCO2), changes in paleo-geography and -topography (Fgeotop), and changes in biome 368 
distribution and ice sheets (Fvegice). These new experiments separately feature 1) a 400 ppm CO2 and preindustrial 369 
boundary conditions (E400); 2) preindustrial vegetation and ice sheets, but otherwise MP CO2 and boundary 370 
conditions (Eo400). The design and naming convention of these simulations follow the Tier II PlioMIP2 protocol(31). 371 
All simulations are run with 0.9x1.6° resolution for atmosphere and land, and 1° nominal resolution for ocean and ice 372 
component, resulting in ~100 km resolution of all model components.  373 

These new simulations are carried out for over 300 model years. Diagnostics of equilibrium by global mean 374 
top of the atmosphere radiation imbalance and surface temperature are shown in Fig. S10. To produce climatology, 375 
we average the last 100 years of the model simulation. Eo400 and E400 together with the published full forcing 376 
(Eoi400) and preindustrial experiments (E280) allow the decomposition of climate responses (denoted as R) to Fall 377 
into the sum of responses to individual forcings: R(Fall) =  R(Fvegice) + R(Fgeotop)+R(CO2), for which R(Fall) = R(Eoi400) – 378 
R(E280); R(Fgeotop) = R(Eo400) – R(E400); R(Fvegice) = R(Eoi400) – R(Eo400); R(FCO2)=R(E400) – R(E280).   379 
 380 
Development of moisture budget analysis 381 

To diagnose the causes of δ(P-E) in model simulations, we further developed and applied the moisture 382 
budget analysis(41) to the multimodel mean of the PlioMIP2 simulations. With only monthly data available, our 383 
derivation aims to facilitate the comparison of a pair of experiments and the evaluation of existing hypotheses 384 
regarding the cause of MP hydroclimate change (e.g. identifying whether MP hydroclimate anomalies results from 385 
zonal mean changes or stationary wave changes).   386 

Following equation (13) in Ref(41) on pressure coordinates, precipitation minus evaporation is balanced by 387 
changes in the moisture tendency and moisture convergence : 388 

𝑃 − 𝐸 = − %
&'!

(
() ∫ 𝑞𝑑𝑝 − %

&'!
𝛻 ∙ ∫ 𝑢𝑞𝑑𝑝*"

+
*"
+                                         (1) 389 

 390 
In Equation (1),  𝑔 is geopotential acceleration, 𝜌,  is the density of water, 𝑃-  is surface pressure, and 𝑞 isspecific 391 
humidity, 𝑝: pressure. For a pair of experiments, experiment 1 is the control case (e.g. preindustrial) and experiment 392 
2 is the sensitivity experiment (e.g. Pliocene),  the small perturbation method tells us that  𝑞. = 𝑞% + 𝛿𝑞;		𝑢. = 𝑢% +393 
𝛿𝑢;	(𝑃 − 𝐸). = (𝑃 − 𝐸)% + 𝛿(𝑃 − 𝐸); 𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝑃-. = 𝑃-% + 𝛿𝑃-. We can therefore decompose the perturbations to P-E 394 
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into contributions from the anomalous moisture tendency, changes in convergence due to changes in wind, moisture, 395 
and the interaction of these changes, as well as a residual term: 396 

 397 
𝛿(𝑃 − 𝐸) = − %

&'!

(
() ∫ 𝛿𝑞𝑑𝑝 − %

&'!
𝛻 ∙ ∫ (𝑞%𝛿𝑢 + 𝑢%𝛿𝑞 + 𝛿𝑢𝛿𝑞)𝑑𝑝

*"#
+

*"#
+ + 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖          (2) 398 

𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖 = − %
&'!

(
()
𝑞%𝛿𝑃- −

%
&'!

	𝛻 ∙ (𝑢%𝑞%𝛿𝑃-)                                          (3) 399 
 400 
Applying Reynold’s decomposition, we can separate the total change in a given quantity into its temporal 401 

mean (e.g. monthly or annual climatology), denoted via an overbar, and higher frequency temporal fluctuations, 402 
denoted via a prime. Such that:  403 
 404 

𝛿𝑞 = 𝛿𝑞? + 𝛿𝑞/, 𝛿𝑢 = 𝛿𝑢? + 𝛿𝑢/                                                     (4) 405 
 406 

𝛿(𝑃 − 𝐸) = 𝛿(𝑃 − 𝐸)???????????? + 𝛿(𝑃 − 𝐸)/, 𝑢% = 𝑢?% + 𝑢%/ , 𝑞% = 𝑞?% + 𝑞%/ , 𝑃-. = 𝑃?-. + 𝑃-/       (5) 407 
 408 

Given that we are interested in understanding the contributions from zonal mean circulation changes compared to 409 
other changes, we further separate 𝛿𝑢?  into changes in zonal mean, indicated by square brackets ([]) and changes in 410 
deviations from the zonal mean (i.e., the stationary wave), which is indicated by an asterisk (*): 	411 

𝛿𝑢? = [𝛿𝑢?] + 𝛿𝑢?∗ 412 
Using these expansions, we can rephrase the anomalous moisture budget in equation (2) to separate out the 413 
contributions due to zonal mean and stationary wave. The updated form of equation 2 is:  414 
 415 
𝛿(𝑃 − 𝐸)???????????? = − %

&'!

(
() ∫ 𝛿𝑞???𝑑𝑝 − %

&'!
𝛻 ∙ ∫ C𝑢?%𝛿𝑞??? + 𝑞?%([𝛿𝑢?] + 𝛿𝑢?∗) + 𝛿𝑢?𝛿𝑞?D𝑑𝑝

*"#11111
+

*"#11111
+ + 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖	1 + 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖	2                                                                                                                                416 

(6) 417 
 418 
Residual term 1 quantifies the effects of topographic changes (𝛿𝑃-). Residual term 2 (resi 2) quantifies combined 419 
effects of transient eddies moisture transport and influxes: 420 
 421 

𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖	1 = −
1
𝑔𝜌,

𝜕
𝜕𝑡 (𝑞%

/𝛿𝑃-/????????? + 𝑞%𝛿𝑃-???????) + −
1
𝑔𝜌,

	𝛻 ∙ (𝑢%??? + 𝑢%/ )(𝑞%H + 𝑞%/ )(𝛿𝑃-H + 𝛿𝑃-/)?????????????????????????????????????? 422 

𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖	2 = −
1
𝑔𝜌,

𝜕
𝜕𝑡 𝛿𝑞

/𝑃-/??????? +
1
𝑔𝜌,

𝛻 ∙ [(𝑢?%𝛿𝑞/ + 𝑢%/𝛿𝑞? + 𝑞%/𝛿𝑢? + 𝑞?%𝛿𝑢/ + 𝛿𝑢/𝛿𝑞? + 𝛿𝑢?𝛿𝑞/)𝑃-/??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????] −
1
𝑔𝜌,

𝛻423 

∙ I (𝛿𝑞/𝛿𝑢/ + 𝑞%/𝛿𝑢/ + 𝑢%/𝛿𝑞/???????????????????????????????)𝑑𝑝
*"#11111

+
 424 

 425 
Calculating residual terms 1 and 2 require high frequency outputs of surface pressure, three-dimensional specific 426 
humidity and horizontal winds, which are not available in PlioMIP2 database. Also, even at 6-hourly resolution, the 427 
calculated eddy terms are insufficient to close the moisture budget with reanalysis observational data(41). Thereby, 428 
resi 1 and resi 2 are not explicitly calculated in our calculations and quantified as a combined residual (i.e., the 429 
difference between P-E changes and the sum of other terms in the moisture budget equation).  430 
 431 
Monthly climatologies of surface pressure, precipitation, evaporation, and three-dimensional horizontal winds, and 432 
specific humidity are used to calculate the remaining terms in equation 6.  From the left to right, the first term in 433 
equation 6 (− %

&'!

(
() ∫ 𝛿𝑞???𝑑𝑝*"#11111

+ ) is the moisture tendency term, which quantifies contributions to 𝛿(𝑃 − 𝐸)???????????? from 434 

changes in seasonal cycle. The term − %
&'!

𝛻 ∙ ∫ C𝑢?%𝛿𝑞???D𝑑𝑝
*"#11111
+  describes contributions from changes in climatological 435 

mean tropospheric moisture content; − %
&'!

𝛻 ∙ ∫ (𝑞?%[𝛿𝑢?])𝑑𝑝
*"#11111
+ describes contributions from changes in zonal mean 436 

circulation; − %
&'!

𝛻 ∙ ∫ (𝑞?%𝛿𝑢?∗)𝑑𝑝
*"#11111
+ 	 describes contributions from changes in stationary wave kinetics. 437 

Finally,− %
&'!

𝛻 ∙ ∫ (𝛿𝑢?𝛿𝑞?)𝑑𝑝*"#11111
+  describes contributions from covarying changes in mean moisture content and 438 

horizontal circulation.  439 
 440 
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 498 
Figures and Tables 499 

 500 
Fig. 1. δ(P-E) in Pliocene proxy records and both future and Pliocene simulations. (a) 501 

δ(P-E) measured by the difference between 2081 to 2100 and 1986 to 2005 502 
following Shared Socioeconomical Pathway 245. (b) – (c) Pliocene proxy, annual 503 
and boreal summer (June to September) mean δ(P-E) of PlioMIP2 ensemble. d) 504 
Correspondence between subtropical Sahel (10° - 20°N, 10°W – 25°E) and east 505 
Asia (20° - 30°N, 80°E – 100°E) δ(P-E) simulated by PlioMIP2 experiments and a 506 
subset of SSP245 experiments with the same models (model names are marked 507 
with asterisks). (e) to (h) δ(P-E) in response to full Pliocene climate forcing 508 
conditions (Fall), CO2 forcing alone (FCO2), changes in topography and geography 509 
(Ftopogeo), and changes in vegetation and icesheet (Fvegice) simulated by Community 510 
Earth System Model version 2. SSP245 ensemble includes BCC-CSM2-MR, 511 
CESM2, CESM2-WACCM, CanESM5, CNRM-CM6-1, CNRM-ESM2-1, EC-512 
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Earth3.3, GISS-E2-1-G, HadGEM3-GC31-LL, IPSL-CM6A-LR, MIROC6, 513 
MIROC-ES2L, MRI-ESM2-0, NESM3, UKESM1-0-LL. In (b) to (h), δ(P-E) is 514 
the difference between Pliocene and preindustrial simulation. Area significant 515 
against multi-model spread is hatched in (a) to (c) identified by Welch's t-test 516 
(p<0.1). 517 

 518 
 519 

 520 
Fig. 2. Degree of agreement between proxy hydroclimate indicators and simulated 521 

δ(P-E), and correlation between annual mean and boreal summer signal. 522 
Proxy-model fit is assessed using a measure of categorical agreement between two 523 
datasets called Gwet’s AC. For a given % threshold change in P-E in models, 524 
higher (lower) values indicate that proxies and models agree (disagree) that a given 525 
location is wet, dry, or neutral. Area within dashed line indicates statistically 526 
significant agreements. a) Gwet’s AC agreement between individual models, 527 
MMM, and proxies at different thresholds. CMIP6 models are identified with an 528 
asterisk. b) Agreement between proxies and δ(P-E) due to FCO2, combined FCO2 and 529 
Fgeotop, and Fvegice simulated by CESM2. c) Linear correlation (e.g. r value) 530 
between annual mean and boreal summer averages across individual models of 531 
PlioMIP2 ensemble. CMIP6 models are identified with an asterisk. 532 

 533 
 534 
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 536 
Fig. 3. Pliocene vegetation and ice sheet distribution, and responses of boreal summer 537 

surface radiation, temperature, and stationary wave to Fall and Fvegice. (a) 538 
vegetation and ice sheet distribution: the plant functional type (PFT) with the 539 
highest percentage in a grid cell is shown. (b) Surface latent heat flux and (c) 540 
albedo changes induced by Fvegice. (d) – (f) changes of surface temperature (color 541 
shaded), and 600 hPa wave-number 1 (contour) and rotational winds (vectors) of 542 
stationary wave in response to Fall simulated by PlioMIP2 ensemble and CESM2, 543 
and to Fvegice simulated by CESM2. 544 

 545 
 546 
 547 
 548 
 549 
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 550 

 551 
Fig. 4. Moisture budget decomposition of boreal summer δ(P-E) and the potential 552 

linkage of δ(P-E) with Earth System Sensitivity (ESS) and Equilibrium 553 
Climate Sensitivity (ECS). (a) to (d) contributions to δ(P-E) from tropospheric 554 
moistening (δ(P-E)Q), changes of stationary wave dynamics (δ(P-E)V*), zonal 555 
mean circulation(δ(P-E)[V]), and nonlinear effects of tropospheric moistening and 556 
changing circulation (δ(P-E)QV) as well as a residual term(δ(P-E)RES). (e) and (f) 557 
Regional mean (red boxes in (a) to (d)) moisture budget for subtropical Sahel and 558 
East Asia simulated by PlioMIP2 ensemble, and CESM2 with Fall and Fvegice. Error 559 
bars show 1 standard deviations of model spread. g) to h) Gwet’s ACs of 560 
individual PlioMIP2 simulations as a function of global mean warming (δTs, 561 
which quantifies ESSs), and ECSs of these models. δTs and ECSs are from 562 
Ref(33). Boxplots show the spread of Gwet’s AC from using 20% to 60% of δ(P-563 
E) as thresholds (Method).  564 
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 598 

Supplementary Text 599 
Sensitivity experiments using CESM2 600 
We carried out two new simulations using the community Earth System Model version 2 601 
(individual model components are Community Atmospheric Model version 6, Community Land 602 
Model version 5, Parallel Ocean Program version 2, and Community Ice CodE version 5) to 603 
quantify individual effects of elevated CO2, changes in paleo-geography and topography, and 604 
vegetation and ice sheets on mid-Pliocene P-E changes. These new experiments separately feature 605 
Pliocene levels of carbon dioxide (400 ppm CO2) coupled with preindustrial boundary conditions 606 
(e.g.  ice sheets and vegetation and geography and topography) in the case of E400. This 607 
simulation was used to isolate the influence of Pliocene CO2 (FCO2). For Eo400, the simulation 608 
features preindustrial vegetation and ice sheets and otherwise mid-Pliocene CO2 and boundary 609 
conditions, and can be compared to the full Pliocene simulation to isolate the influence of 610 
vegetation and ice cover (Fvegice). The influence of geography and topography (Fgeotop) was 611 
isolated by subtracting E400 from Eo400.  612 
 613 
Eo400 and E400 are initialized with ocean states and terrestrial carbon and nitrogen states from 614 
previously published runs of the mid-Pliocene, and preindustrial which feature the same 615 
geography and topography as Eo400 and E400 respectively. Each of which was run for more than 616 
500 model years. Model equilibrium is diagnosed with global mean net top of atmosphere 617 
radiation imbalance (Fnet) and global mean surface temperature (Ts). For the last 100 model years, 618 
global mean Fnet of all simulations is ~ 0.2W/m2 for both simulations, and trends of global mean 619 
Ts are 0.1 and 0.2°C per century (Fig. S9).  620 

 621 
Proxy recorded Pliocene regional hydroclimate patterns  622 
We compiled Pliocene hydroclimate indicators from published records (Table S1). We rely on the 623 
author’s original interpretations about whether the record reflects, on average, wetter or drier 624 
conditions, or no change in hydroclimate during the MP compared to late Quaternary/modern 625 
conditions. Below, we provide a review of published studies on broad regional trends evident in 626 
the proxy records. 627 
 628 
Europe and the Mediterranean: Evidence of wetter MP conditions in Europe and the 629 
Mediterranean primarily come from sedimentological evidence of expanded lacustrine 630 
environments and palynological indicators of more mesic vegetation. For instance, pollen and 631 
macrobotanical remains from the lagerstatte deposit at Willershausen in modern Germany provide 632 
evidence of a slightly wetter climate(64) and pollen records(80) document mesic vegetation 633 
across the Iberian Peninsula and north Africa. Evidence from the Dacian Basin records an interval 634 
of high salinity at 3 Ma towards the end of the MP, which could reflect changes to the regional 635 
water budget, but has been interpreted to reflect higher water levels in the Black Sea that slightly 636 
postdate the MP(81). This coheres with the interpretations of(82), which suggest a decrease in 637 
winter precipitation in midlatitude Europe between 4 and 3 Ma. 638 
 639 
Africa and the Middle East: Continuous Plio-Pleistocene records of dust flux from off the coast of 640 
west Africa have been interpreted as evidence of long-term drying(83, 84). Several records also 641 
provide evidence of the expansion of ecosystems dominated by C4 plant species(65, 85-87). Like 642 
pollen records, the interpretation of these records is complex since these ecosystem shifts may 643 
reflect hydroclimate, but these may also be driven by changes in pCO2 or fire regimes. However, 644 
records of stable isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen in organic and inorganic materials, which have 645 
been interpreted as reflecting an ‘amount effect,’ whereby higher rainfall rates result in a more 646 
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depleted isotopic signature, reflect a wetter MP(85, 88, 89). Pollen data , dust flux records, and 647 
sedimentological indicators also show wetter conditions in the Levant and Arabian Peninsula 648 
during the MP(90, 91). This is corroborated by a recently published stable isotopic record of 649 
hydroclimate from a cave in the Negev Desert(92). 650 

South and East Asia: Evidence of wetter MP conditions in South and East Asia are primarily 651 
drawn from palynological transfer functions or faunal remains(3, 93, 94). However, in many 652 
regions these inferences are corroborated by other indicators(95). In the Qaidam Basin 653 
(northeastern Tibetan plateau), and in southwest China’s Yuanmou region, sedimentological 654 
indicators provide evidence of a wetter MP in regions where pollen evidence suggests little 655 
change(91, 96-99). In the Loess Plateau region, multiple proxies provide evidence of no change or 656 
drier conditions at the MP compared to the Pleistocene(100, 101). However, evidence from 657 
mapping the total extent of loess deposits at different intervals during the Neogene and 658 
Quaternary provides evidence of a more mesic climate during the MP(102). 659 
  660 
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 Modeling Group Model reference Vegetation 
CCSM4 National Center for 

Atmospheric Research 
(103) Prescribed according 

to PRISM4(32) 
CESM1.2 National Center for 

Atmospheric Research 
(104) Prescribed according 

to PRISM4(32) 
CESM2 National Center for 

Atmospheric Research 
(34) Prescribed according 

to PRISM4(32) 
COSMOS Alfred Wegener Institute, 

Germany 
(105) Dynamic 

EC-Earth 3.3 Stockholm University, 
Sweden 

(106) Prescribed according 
to PRISM4(32) 

HadCM3 University of Leeds, UK (107) Prescribed according 
to PRISM4(32) 

IPSL-CM5 Laboratoire des Sciences 
du Climat et de 
l'Environnement (LSCE), 
France 

(108) Prescribed according 
to PRISM4(32) 

IPSL-CM5A2 Laboratoire des Sciences 
du Climat et de 
l'Environnement (LSCE), 
France 

(108) Prescribed according 
to PRISM4(32) 

IPSL-CM6 Laboratoire des Sciences 
du Climat et de 
l'Environnement (LSCE), 
France 

(109) Prescribed according 
to PRISM4(32) 

MIROC4m Center for Climate 
System Research (Uni. 
Tokyo), JAMSTEC 

(110) Prescribed according 
to PRISM4(32) 

NorESM-1L Norwegian Research 
Centre, Bjerknes Centre 

(111) Prescribed according 
to PRISM4(32) 

HadGEM3 UK Met Office (112) Prescribed according 
to PRISM4(32) 

GISS-E2-1G NASA Goddard 
Institute for Space 
Studies 

(113) Prescribed according 
to PRISM4(32) 

 661 
Table S1 662 
Models from PlioMIP2 archive used in our analyses. The last 100 years of each model simulation 663 
are averaged together to calculate the ensemble mean. Most simulations except COSMOS used 664 
the prescribed vegetation. COSMOS used dynamic vegetation model. 665 
  666 
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 667 

Fig. S1. 668 

Simulated terrestrial hydroclimate change between PlioMIP2 simulations and PI (δ(P-E)) during 669 
the boreal winter (December to March). 670 
  671 

p < 0.1

δ(P-E) mm/day
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 672 

Fig. S2. 673 
Locations of sites used in our proxy compilation, set against a background of annual average 674 
rainfall rate from the GPCC. Co-located sites were combined if they were less than 150 km apart 675 
and featured same-signed anomalies. These include: Site 35, 72; 77, 22; 79,61; 65, 66; and 676 
61,79,58,191. Site numbers correspond to site indices in supplemental file 677 
(SI_pliocene_hydroclimate.xlsx), which also contains information on proxies, chronology, and 678 
references. Note that numbers are non-continuous, since some sites in our original compilation 679 
were excluded by our quality control standards for proxy data. Original references for each site 680 
are included in the main text Methods section. 681 
  682 
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 683 
Fig. S3 684 
Agreement between proxies and models, including the multi-model mean (MMM), in different 685 
seasons. (a) shows Gwet's AC value at different thresholds of % change in P-E for winter 686 
(December-March) rainfall only, and b) shows Gwet's AC values for summer rainfall only (July-687 
September). 688 
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 690 

Fig. S4. 691 
(a) Change in annual mean precipitation minus evaporation (δ(P-E)) in individual PlioMIP2 692 
models relative to preindustrial. Model name is given in the in top left of each panel, and proxy 693 
records are overlaid to show whether a given record shows wetter, drier, or no change. (b) Range 694 
of significance thresholds of %δ(P-E) at which the agreement between proxies and models shown 695 
in Figure 2 in the main text is significant, with gray colors indicating significant values of Gwet's 696 
AC at that percentage threshold. 697 
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 700 
Fig. S5  701 
June to September contributions to δ(P-E) from (a) and (b) change in the seasonal cycle (δ(P-E)t), 702 
(c) and (d) stationary wave dynamics (δ(P-E)V*), e) and f) tropospheric moistening (δ(P-E)Q), (g) 703 
and (h) residual combining the effect of transient eddies and topographic changes (δ(P-E)res), (i) 704 
and (j) covarying humidity and winds (δ(P-E)VQ).  Left column: δ(P-E) due to Pliocene full 705 
forcing conditions estimated with PlioMIP2 MMM. Right column: δ(P-E) due to vegetation and 706 
ice sheet changes estimated with CESM2. 707 
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 708 
Fig. S6  709 
Climatology of preindustrial (shaded) and changes (contour, dashed: negative; solid: positive) of 710 
a) 850 hPa eddy kinetic energy and b) 200 hPa zonal wind between PlioMIP2 and PI averaged for 711 
CCSM4, CESM1, and CESM2. Hatches show at least one model with insignificant changes 712 
compared to the 100 model year interannual variability through Student’s t-test with p>0.1. 713 
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 715 
Fig. S7  716 
Changes of surface temperature (color shaded), wave number 1 (contour), and rotational winds (vectors) of stationary 717 
wave in response to FCO2 simulated by CESM2. Notice that the stationary wave pattern has little dependency on 718 
surface temperature changes, but mainly reflects the high-pressure system above Tibet developed during the boreal 719 
summer. 720 
 721 
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 723 
 724 

 725 
Fig. S8  726 
Change in the % of latent heat flux in total surface heat flux (the sum of latent and sensible heat 727 
flux) due to Pliocene (a) CO2 and (b) vegetation and ice sheet changes.  728 
  729 
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 730 
Fig. S9 731 
δ(P-E) across a) Sahel and b) subtropical east Asia (red boxes in Fig. 4) of individual PlioMIP2 732 
simulations as a function of changes in tropospheric humidity (δ(P-E)Q), stationary wave 733 
dynamics (δ(P-E)V*), zonal mean circulation (δ(P-E)[V]), non-linear combination of tropospheric 734 
humidity and winds (δ(P-E)QV), and a residual term (δ(P-E)res).  735 
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 737 

 738 
Fig. S10 739 
Time series of global mean net top of the atmosphere radiation imbalance (Fnet) and surface 740 
temperature for the entire simulations of E400 and Eo400. 741 
 742 
 743 

Data S1. (separate file) 744 
Compilation of Pliocene hydroclimate indicators from published literature. 745 
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